SEWER
FLOODING
Why it happens and what steps
we can all take to prevent it
happening in the future.

This leaflet contains more information on:
• what causes sewer flooding
• who is responsible for what
• what steps you should take if you experience sewer flooding
• useful contact numbers
• and what we may be able to do to help you.

What causes sewer flooding?
Sewers and drains are designed to take
away sewage from properties, as well as
the surface water which runs off roofs,
driveways, roads, footpaths and paved areas. The most likely causes of sewer flooding
are:
• blockages or defects within the
sewerage network
• overloaded sewers
• flooding from rivers, highway drains
and other watercourses.
Flooding due to blockages or defects
within the sewerage network
About 75% of all sewer flooding is the
result of blockages caused by the wrong
things being flushed down the toilet or
put down the sink. Things like cooking
fats and oils, which often become solid in
sewers and stick to sanitary products and
nappies. These items build up over time,
stopping the normal flow of waste water
in the sewer.

Eventually the sewer will become full and
the waste water could spill out into your
home or garden. Our sewers are designed
to take away the normal contents of sinks,
baths, showers and toilets. To reduce the
risk of blockages, other waste materials
including cooking fats and oils (which can
be put in empty containers such as jars)
should be put in the bin.
You can get more advice on flooding and
how to prevent blockages by visiting
stwater.co.uk/sewer
Flooding could also be caused when a
sewer becomes damaged or collapses.
We’re constantly repairing or replacing
damaged sewers, or those we think are
likely to become damaged in the future,
to reduce the risk of these defects
causing flooding.

Flooding due to overloaded sewers
Sewers may take away rainwater from
roofs, patios, driveways and roads as well
as the waste water from your home. As the
climate changes, our population grows and
green spaces that once provided natural
drainage are paved over, the amount of
water our sewers need to drain away
increases. This, combined with very heavy
rainfall, can overload the sewers causing
them to flood.

Flooding from rivers, highway drains and
other watercourses
Sometimes high river levels during bad
weather can result in river water getting
into the public sewerage network and
cause flooding.
Rainwater that collects on roads can cause
flooding and may be due to a blockage or
the highway drains being overloaded.
Flooding can also be caused by overloading
or obstructions in streams, ditches or
culverts (underground watercourses).

Who is responsible for what?
Your responsibility

Our responsibility

Other responsibilities

What this means

The property owner is responsible for
the maintenance and repair of any drain
which takes away waste water from only
their property (inside the home, under the
property, garden or driveway), up to the
point where it connects to a pipe serving
another property. This is called a
‘private drain’.

We’re responsible for the maintenance and
repair of public sewers and lateral drains.
A lateral drain is the part of a drain that lies
outside the property’s boundary but still
connects into the public sewerage network.
This can be under someone else’s
land or a road.

The Environment Agency is responsible for
building, maintaining and operating most
river flood defences.

If there’s a blockage or defect in your private
drain within the boundary of your property,
then you’re responsible for clearing it,
repairing any defects and cleaning up any
mess as a result of the flooding. There are
private drainage companies who’ll clear
and/or repair your drain for you. You should
check your home insurance policy or any
home emergency cover you may have to see
if they can help with the repair and clean up.

Public Sewer and lateral drains,
responsibility of water company
Drain, responsibilty of home owner

Maintaining culverted watercourses,
the free flow of streams and ditches is
usually the responsibility of the adjoining
landowner or local authority.

Terraced houses
with shared
sewers

Detached
house with no
shared sewers

Flats

The Highway Authority is responsible for the
maintenance and repair of highway drains.

If the blockage or defect is in a lateral drain
or a public sewer, we’ll come and clear it
and/or repair the defect. If the flooding is as
a result of the sewers being overloaded with
rainfall then unfortunately there’s very
little we can do until the flooding has
drained away. We may be able to offer a
basic clean up as a gesture of goodwill,
as long as it can be done without
contaminating your personal belongings
further as this may jeopardise your future
insurance claims.
If the flooding is due to a failure of flood
defences, or river flooding then you should
contact the Environment Agency to ask
whether they can help.
If the flooding is due to blockages or defects
in highway drains then you should inform
the Highway Authority.

Property
Boundary

Footpath

Public Highway

What steps you should take if you
experience sewer flooding?
Step 1 – Call us on 0800 783 4444
If your property has flooded and you think its been caused by a public sewer or lateral
drain call our 24 hour Customer Operations Service Centre on 0800 783 4444.
The lines are open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
If you’re not sure what caused the flooding, call us in the first instance. If we can’t
work out the cause with you over the phone, we’ll send out a team to take a look.
It’s important that you contact us first. If you use a private contractor to help you
sort out the problem and you haven’t contacted us, we won’t be able to refund any
costs you may have incurred if it’s later discovered that the issue was with our
public sewerage system. If the flooding has been caused by a river, please call the
Environment Agency’s Floodline number on 0345 9 881 188.
Step 2 – Contact your insurer
Once you’ve told us about the flooding you should contact your insurer. Tell them
about the incident and arrange the internal and external clean-up and damage
replacement if required. If you don’t notify your insurers, you could jeopardise future
insurance claims.

What can we do to help?
Step 1 – Respond to your call
When you call us, one of our advisors will help you identify the cause of the flooding
over the phone. If they can’t do this, we’ll send out a team to take a look. The advisor
will tell you when you can expect them to arrive. We aim to get to you within four
hours of being contacted for internal flooding and 12 hours for external flooding.
If there has been lots of flooding, for instance during exceptionally heavy rainfall,
we may take a little longer to get to you. We always give priority to customers who
have flooding inside their homes as we know that this is particularly distressing.
When you speak to our advisor please let them know if you have any individual
needs or requirements. We’ll always do as much as we can to help.
If we find that the flooding is coming from the public sewerage system we’ll try to
resolve it. If this isn’t the case, we’ll either let you know whether there is anything
we can do to help or you can contact a private drainage company and/or your home
insurance provider.
Step 2 – Clean up
We’ll be able to give you practical advice about how to deal with the clean up.
If the flooding has occurred due to our public sewerage network, then usually we
will help with a basic clean up unless this would risk damaging or contaminating
your possessions. If we provide a basic clean up, we’ll do it after the flooding has
reduced. Our basic clean up service usually involves pumping out water, removing
any sewage from an internal flood and also disinfecting hard-standing areas such
as driveways. We don’t offer a deep clean service as this should only be done by
professionals and is usually covered by your home insurance.
Step 3 – Investigate and identify the cause
We’ll carry out an investigation to identify the cause of the flooding and whether
there’s anything we can do to reduce the risk of it happening again. If it isn’t
immediately clear why your property or garden has flooded, we’ll look into it further
and tell you what we find. In some cases the investigation can be complicated and
take some time.
Step 4 – Resolution
If the flooding was caused by a defect or blockage in the public sewerage system,
we’ll arrange for it to be fixed.
If the cause of the flooding was overloading of the sewers due to heavy rainfall then
it’s important we’re told each time this happens as we use this data to prioritise which
parts of the public sewerage network needs additional capacity. Priority is always
given to the areas that are affected most severely or very frequently. So depending
on the priority, we may not be able to complete work to prevent the flooding from
happening again for a number of years. In the meantime, we may be able to offer
you some support in protecting your property such as flood proof doors and gates.
We’ll discuss protection options with you once the flooding has drained away.

Useful flooding tips
Step 1 – Check your insurance policy
If you’ve suffered loss or damage to your property because of the flooding, your
home insurance company should be able to help. You should check your policy
regularly as it’s your own responsibility to be properly insured. Any payment we
make to you through the Guaranteed Service Standard scheme is separate and
additional to any claim you make on your household insurance. Record the details
of the damage and flooding with photographs or video if possible to help
you with your claim.
Step 2 – Check your appliances
If your gas meter or any gas appliance that has been submerged in the water,
you should contact your gas supplier before switching on the gas or lighting
any appliances.
If your electricity meter, fuse box or any electrical appliance or socket has been
submerged you should contact your electricity supplier for advice before using
any electrical equipment.
Step 3 – Keep your property ventilated
You can help to dry out your property by making sure that it’s well ventilated.
Leave your windows open as much as possible and unblock any airbricks to
under floor spaces so that there’s a free flow of air.
Make sure you wash your hands, don’t touch your mouth, disinfect your
footwear and keep children and pets out of the area that has been affected.

Compensation
Although we’re responsible for maintaining and repairing the public sewerage system,
we’re rarely liable for any loss or damage to your personal belongings as a result
of the flooding.
This is because for us to be liable, the
flooding would need to have been caused
or made worse as a result of a failure on
our part to reasonably repair or maintain
the public sewerage network. For instance,
if the flooding was caused due to a one-off
blockage in our sewerage pipes and we
cleared this in a reasonable period of time,
we will have acted reasonably and therefore
would not be liable for any damage.

We’ll assess whether you may be entitled
to a GSS payment automatically after we’ve
attended your property. If you’re eligible,
we’ll automatically make a GSS payment
application for you. This process usually
takes 20 working days, but we aim to beat
this whenever we can. If you’re due a GSS
payment and we haven’t made it within 20
working days then you’ll also receive an
additional late penalty payment.

If you experience flooding because the
public sewerage network is becoming
overloaded in bad weather conditions,
unfortunately there’s little we can do to
help as the flooding should stop when it
stops raining. As the flooding is due to
something outside of our control, we
won’t be liable for any loss or damage
to your personal belongings.

Internal Flooding (inside your property)

As mentioned earlier, we may carry out a
basic clean up as a gesture of goodwill in
certain circumstances.
Guaranteed Service Standards (GSS)
payment for sewer flooding caused by
the public sewerage system
GSS is a statutory scheme which is
used throughout the water industry to
compensate customers for customer
service standards which fall below the
level required by the industry. You may
be entitled to a GSS payment if you’ve
experienced internal or external sewer
flooding from our public sewerage network.
Please note, any payments made through
this scheme don’t form an admission of our
liability to other claims. These GSS payments
are entirely separate to any other claims.

If your property is flooded internally from
the public sewerage system then you may
be entitled to a full refund of your sewerage
charge for the year, from a minimum of
£150 up to a maximum of £1,000.
You’ll receive an amount that matches
the sewerage charges for your property.
For example, if your usual charges are
£250, you’ll receive that amount back.
In the unlikely event that you suffer sewer
flooding again, you may be entitled to a
further refund.
Internal flooding can include flooding in
cellars and beneath suspended floors but
won’t include detached garages, sheds or
buildings that no one lives in. These are
classed as external flooding.
If you’ve suffered from both internal and
external flooding in the same incident we
can only pay you once, this is usually for
the internal flooding as it’s the higher of
the two payments.

External Flooding (in your garden/driveway)
If you’ve suffered external sewer flooding from the public sewerage system in your garden
or driveway then you may be entitled to a payment of 50% of your sewerage charge, from a
minimum of £75 to a maximum of £500.
Here’s a quick summary of payments you
may be entitled to:
• Internal Flooding
Refund of 100% of your sewerage charges
(minimum £150 maximum £1000).
• Internal and External Flooding
Refund of 100% of your sewerage charges
(minimum £150, maximum £1000).
• External Flooding only
Refund of 50% of your sewerage charges
(minimum £75, maximum £500) not
payable when the incident is classed as
an escape of sewage rather than a flood.

Exceptions
There are some circumstances when you
won’t be entitled to a payment.
•W
 here the incident is not classed
as flooding.
• Flooding due to exceptional weather.
•F
 looding from privately owned sewerage
pipes (i.e. the part of the sewer or drain
that you are responsible for).
•F
 looding which has occurred due to
actions by you (ie if you have in some
way damaged our sewerage pipe).

You can find out more about our GSS and associated payments by reading the GSS Code
of Practice at stwater.co.uk.
A GSS payment is completely separate and in addition to any other claim you may make
from your home insurance provider.

It’s important to contact your
home insurance providers if
you experience sewer flooding,
as depending on your policy,
they should be able to help you
replace your personal items.

How will you receive a payment?
If we refund your sewerage charges we’ll pay the person whose name is on the bill.
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Who else can help?
Here’s a list of other organisations that may be able to help if flooding happens.
Environment Agency – The Environment
Agency manage flood risk from main rivers.
For information and advice on what to
do before, during and after a flood, go to
environment-agency.gov.uk

Your insurance company – Contact your
insurance company if you experience
flooding and damage to property as they
should be able to help you replace your
damaged belongings.

Your local authority – Local authorities
manage local flood risks including surface
water, groundwater and rivers or streams
that are not main rivers. Contact your own
local authority for more information.

Private drainage companies – These
companies provide advice on dealing with
issues on private sewers and drains.

National Flood Forum – The National Flood
Forum is a national charity dedicated to
supporting and representing communities
and individuals at risk of flooding.
Visit nationalfloodforum.org.uk for
more information and resources.

This publication is available in alternative
formats, including large print and Braille.
For more information:
Call 0345 7 500 500
Textphone 0800 328 1155
customercare@severntrent.co.uk
Calls to 0800 numbers are free from UK landlines. Calls to
0345 numbers are charged at a local rate and when phoning
from a mobile, may be included in your free minutes package.

Severn Trent Water Ltd
PO Box 5309
Coventry CV3 9FH
stwater.co.uk

